




We are never too old for enchantment. Once our absolute prerogative as children, we reclaim our right to enchantment as adults when we dream, when we fall in love and when the realities, terrors, betrayals and disappointments of the world become too much for us to bear. The myth of psychoanalysis tells us that is a retreat inside ourselves, a search for a more bearable place, a place where there are no terrors, no betrayals, a place of bliss, of ‘pre-ambivalent harmony’. This is the Never-Never Land, this is Narnia or the Hundred Acre Wood; this is where magic, fantasy and wishful thinking rule. This is a place, says psychoanalysis, that is rooted in our earliest experiences of communication and empathic attunement with mother, that once allowed us an all too brief, illusory experience of omnipotence. Roused from this earthly Eden by the ‘presentation of the world in small doses’ as Winnicott (1964) puts it, we gradually come to realise that the mother who adapts so exquisitely to our every need is also the mother who has needs and desires of her own; acceptance of her independent reality and relationships is the painful developmental step that underlies our experience of all later adult relationships – and, of course, the therapeutic relationship.

But psychoanalysis is only the adult version of the story about our growth from dependence to independence. Children’s stories have been telling and re-telling the same thing for centuries. As therapists, we have much to learn from the perspective they adopt; seeing the world through a child’s eyes - being able to call up the child within ourselves - is, after all, a prerequisite for reaching the child in the adult patient who may have come to us in search of a more bearable place to be.

Tom’s Midnight Garden, a recent film based on the book of the same name by Philippa Pearce, tells the story of a little boy’s search for that place. Tom, an 11-year old boy living in 1950s London, is sent away to the country to stay with his boring, childless uncle and aunt, while his brother stays at home with mother to recover from measles.

Cast out of his warm comfortable home, Tom finds himself in a lonely, barren flat with no other children to play with and only a small back yard full of dustbins to play in. He is not even allowed to run around, because the old lady who lives upstairs ‘mustn’t be disturbed’. One night, low and dispirited, he hears the Grandfather clock downstairs in the entrance hall strike 10….11….12…13….!
Amazed, he runs downstairs to investigate, opens the front door and finds a huge and beautiful garden, full of flowers and trees. The block of flats has now turned into a mansion and Tom has slipped back in time to the turn of the century. It is only by going back inside and shutting the door that he can return to his own time and reality.

Tom visits the garden every night and meets Hattie, the little girl who lives there; they become friends, playing on the lawns, climbing trees and carving their initials on the old tree at the end of the garden. Hattie is the only person in the house who can see Tom: to everyone else he is invisible.  Just as Tom going back in time to play in the garden can be seen as a metaphor for Tom searching inside himself for a fantasy place to counteract his aching loneliness and sense of banishment, so Hattie’s ability to ‘see’ Tom is a metaphor for her capacity to recognise and empathise with Tom’s unhappiness and emotional pain. Gradually, Tom realises that, although he comes to play in the garden every day – leaving his slipper, Cinderella-like, in the door so that he can get back inside and return from fantasy to reality, for Hattie it is sometimes months before she sees Tom again. Over the weeks, we as viewers see that she is growing up, becoming a young lady – but somehow Tom doesn’t notice this. It is not until Hattie falls in love with Barty, an admirer, that Tom realises that their relationship is changing and much to his rage and frustration, Hattie no longer wants to play their games in the garden. She has her own, more adult concerns. Worse, Hattie finds Tom harder and harder to see, he is becoming invisible to her; she can no longer see or, apparently care about, his disappointment, sadness and loneliness. Indeed, she is now the cause of it. Whilst Tom’s sexual jealousy is not made overt, it is clear that he feels their idyllic relationship has been ruined by this newcomer and by the reality he represents to the disillusioned Tom, clinging on to the memory of a timeless place, a Garden of Eden, where even the pendulum on the Grandfather clock says ‘Time No Longer’. Perhaps there is also a parallel with Tom’s initial sense of injustice at being banished from home, leaving his brother the recipient of all his mother’s loving care and attention.

But Wendy-like, Hattie is growing up and no longer needs to return to the garden, and Tom, too, finds to his horror that the magic doesn’t work any longer – he can’t get back to the garden either.  One night, filled with a sense of loss, despair and longing, he rushes downstairs, determined to have one last try before he goes back home, flings open the door and finds himself falling amongst the dustbins in his aunt’s back yard  - a rude awakening indeed. Where is my garden? we can almost hear him say,  where is that place of enchantment that makes my life meaningful, bearable and gives me hope? Did I dream it all or was it a reality? Is there such a place? And most importantly of all, how do I get back to it?

By the end of the film, we discover along with Tom that the old lady who lives at the top of the house, who his uncle and aunt tell him  ‘mustn’t be disturbed’ is Hattie all along. Old and widowed now, but with happy memories of a rich and fulfilled life, she tells Tom that she remembers the garden, that it was a real place after all, and, by confirming the importance and significance of their relationship in her life, she enables Tom to make and sustain a living connection with a place inside himself,  a place where there is ‘time no longer’, a place from where he is able to mature into adulthood, marriage and his own children.

This beautiful fable of a child’s growth to maturity has, I think, much to teach us as therapists. A psychoanalytic reading of it will inevitably draw out the developmental parallels with  Tom’s struggles to distinguish fantasy from reality, his transition from  pre-oedipal to triangular relationships, from illusion to disillusion and his subsequent hard-won adaptation to the demands of internal and external reality; the traditional psychoanalytic story is always about the journey from infantile dependence to independence, from fantasy to reality, from the preverbal experience to symbolic representation. Somehow, it is always about the giving up of enchantment, as if we should  be delighted to exchange the garden of Eden for a backyard full of dustbins, in the interests of maturity, or, as Adam Philips(1998) calls it, ‘enlightened frustration’.

 But for me, this is really a story about the experience of fantasy, about our irresistible and irrepressible desire to find, explore, know and keep alive that enchanted place – call it hope, passion, appetite, perhaps an unconscious - within ourselves; a place which, despite its quarrel with reality, can and must remain active and meaningful within us as adults. It is also about the utter seductiveness of enchantment, about our desperation, like Tom, to get back there to experience again the passions, conflicts and technicolour intensities of childhood which were once – and always were if we could but recognise it - the stuff of living: sensuality, omnipotence, love, desire, jealousy, rage and frustration to name only a few. Perhaps it is also a warning to us about the impossibility of adopting the biblical injunction to ‘put away childish things’, for this is a film that reminds us, like so many other children’s stories, that this is simply not an option; that ‘growing up’ ( or giving up) is truly a counsel of despair, a sell-out, a loss.  It is, after all, Hattie’s blindness to his emotional reality that Tom really fears, for which the only cure is ultimately her adult acknowledgement and validation. This is a film not about a loss of enchantment so much as a recognition of its continuing power, importance and potential meaning in a life.
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